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 It=0 t=1 t=2
The controlling family sets
up firm Beither as an
independent firm (horizontal
structure) or as a firm
controlled by firm A
(pyramidal structure),
maximizing revenues.
To finance the establishment 
of firm Ba fraction 1-
of firm B’s shares must be
soldto outside investors. 
The first period cash flows of firm
A(A) and firm Bare realized.
Withprobabilityfirm Bgoes bankrupt 
and yields 0, and with probability 1- 
firmBsurvives and yields B>0.
The controlling family decides the 
amount to tunnel (S) from firm Bto
firm Aor the amount to prop (in order 
to save firmBfrom bankruptcy). Note 
that in the horizontal structure S=0.
The second period cash
flows of firm Aand firm B
(A,a n d   Bor 0) are 
realized.
Payoffs to the family and
outside investors are 
realized.
t=0 t=1 t=2
The controlling family sets
up firm Beither as an
independent firm (horizontal
structure) or as a firm
controlled by firm A
(pyramidal structure),
maximizing revenues.
To finance the establishment 
of firm Ba fraction 1-
of firm B’s shares must be
soldto outside investors. 
The first period cash flows of firm
A(A) and firm Bare realized.
Withprobabilityfirm Bgoes bankrupt 
and yields 0, and with probability 1- 
firmBsurvives and yields B>0.
The controlling family decides the 
amount to tunnel (S) from firm Bto
firm Aor the amount to prop (in order 
to save firmBfrom bankruptcy). Note 
that in the horizontal structure S=0.
The second period cash
flows of firm Aand firm B
(A,a n d   Bor 0) are 
realized.
Payoffs to the family and
outside investors are 
realized.
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